
EIGHT PART ESSAY WRITER

The eight-legged essay was a style of essay that exam-takers wrote to pass the imperial In the seventeenth century, Gu
Yanwu stated that this form of essay- writing became standardized precisely during the 15th century, when the eight
parts of the essay were determined. The term "eight-legged essay" formally appeared.

Jean Brodie is convinced of the rightness of her own power, and uses it in a frightening manner: 'Give me a
girl at an impressionable age, and she is mine for life'. Because one rejects indiscriminate love, one may be
thought to be escaping for the error of Mo Zi and heading towards righteousness. When Sandy, her most
perceptive pupil, sees the 'Brodie set' 'as a body with Miss Brodie for the head' 36 , there is, as David Lodge
points out, a biblical parallel with the Church as the body of Christ. Apart from the strict pattern of
argumentation, each "leg" had a restricted amount of words or characters. Calligraphy was expected to be of
high quality. Follow up work once the essay has been returned is an important part of this process. In most
cases eighty percent of the time you will spend on an essay is in preparation while the remaining twenty
percent is what you spend actually writing. Note that even when the writing by the author of the paper is
combined with quotations from the novel and secondary sources the sentences are still grammatically correct
and coherent. Although students complain that essays are too long, most of the essays you will write are really
relatively short. Naturally, I was hesitant to teach my secrets to more than a few friends but after I left school
and published the formula online in , the formula went viral across the web. Wherein will there be a shortage?
I've gotten countless emails from adherents -- and these emails are always the same: your system got me an A.
There are several styles for laying out a bibliography, but the same elements appear in each, and you must be
consistent. The meta-theme, logically, is deduced from your primary theme just as your mini-themes are. This
is a model used by many British universities and publishers. The conclusion gives you a chance, to sum up,
your ideas and close up the topic. Mengzi , ch. Pam Cook. Lui, Adam Yuen-Chung  Last sentence must
transition to general statement about human nature. The middle is just details. As Xenophon wrote, the idea
was that having prepared hollow square in advance, so that "we should not have to plan [everything defense
related] when the enemy is approaching but could immediately make use of those who have been specially
detailed for the job. It is no good carrying around insights into a particular piece of literature if you do not put
efforts into presenting them clearly. Cunningly, her tutor tries to regain control by playing on her religious
convictions: All that term she tried to inspire Eunice to become at least a pioneer missionary in some deadly
and dangerous zone of the earth, for it was intolerable to Miss Brodie that any of her girls should grow up not
largely dedicated to some vocation. Thus there was Zi Mo who understood the errors of Yang Zi and Mo Zi,
and thereupon mediated between the two in order to grasp the middle course. Body 1 Rewrite first body
paragraph thesis. The point of a paper is to make an assertion and then support it. Does your argument need to
be clearer, and do the links between some of the main points need more emphasis? Here is the outline for a
hypothetical five paragraph paper: Introduction: see a complete intro example here Begin with a broad,
conclusive hook.


